"We are not metaphysicians but rather metascientists. The difference is great."
~Walter and Lao Russell

The Next Stage for Russellian Science.
By Matt Presti – Director of Operations, USP

Greetings fellow students, alumni, directors and friends:

May this short newsletter find you in good spirits and productive in your balance seeking efforts. Awareness of CAUSE, gives to man, the understanding of effect. In all you do, remember your center—the source of your power.

"This new power and light generator employs a multiplication principle of nature which has not yet entered within the realm of human consciousness... It is the principle of growth in nature which multiplies one kernel of corn into thousands... or multiplies the cold of space into hot stars and novas of incredibly high temperature... Power multiplication is the most conspicuous characteristic of nature. It is amazing to me that it has never yet been discovered." (Walter Russell’s memo from 1961)
The USP has released more scientific drawings and diagrams which may be viewed by visiting the OFFICIAL Facebook page. You do not have to be a Facebook member to view our posts or links.

The Russell Transmutator file can be downloaded here. Special thanks to Ramu Shages for his help in cleaning them up as best as possible. As always, please credit the "University of Science and Philosophy" for any personal use, linking or reposting.

The USP is proud to announce the formation of a new committee – The Science and Research Committee, which seeks to validate through empirical reproducible experiments, many of Dr. Russell’s concepts. This will lend credibility to Dr. Russell’s new science which has yet to be recognized or accepted for the potential it offers concerning energy generation and the fundamental simplification of Universal processes, including transmutation. If you are interested in learning more about the Committee, you may do so by visiting the OFFICIAL webpage at www.Philosophy.org and clicking "contact."
The USP has added 2 more installments to the “FREE” INNERVIEWS series. David Gibbons - International Broadcaster and Historian, and Margaret Ruhe - former personal assistant to Lao Russell and Vice-President of the USP. There will be many more segments to come, featuring individuals who have been influenced or affected by the teachings of Walter and Lao Russell. The USP does not necessarily agree with the views, opinions or interpretations of the guests, presenters, or speakers featured on the INNERVIEWS platform. Walter and Lao Russell inspired the lives of many individuals worldwide, and the INNERVIEWS platform serves as a record for all posterity to enjoy these unique and personal accounts.

Click on the pictures below to listen to these INNERVIEWS. Enjoy.

Stay tuned for more exciting developments yet to come from the University of Science and Philosophy. As always, the USP works toward the unfoldment of Light within mankind, the development of character and the reversal of the dangerous downward trend of civilization.

Respectfully and eternally yours,

Matt Presti – Director of Operations, USP
Upcoming Events

-Center of the One Heart Homecoming-

Annually, the Center of the One Heart holds its Homecoming at historic Swannanoa. For the last several years the theme and focus of the homecoming has centered on the teachings of the Russells. Many students, alumni, former and current staff also attend this event and there is always much discussion about the Russell’s taking place. It is a great way to connect with other Russell researchers and students. See flyer below for more details.

ONE HEART HOMECOMING FESTIVAL

at Swannanoa Palace & Gardens
497 Swannanoa Lane, Afton, VA • Exit 99 off I-64
SEPTEMBER 12 - 13, 2015
$7 daily parking fee
free admission
"The Electifying Power of Male - Female Balance"
Food • arts • crafts • music • speakers

For more info: www.oneheartcenter.org
Email: centeroftheoneheart@gmail.com
or call 800-741-1012

Co-sponsored by The Oracle Institute www.theoracleinstitute.org/one-heart
An Advocate for Enlightenment and Spiritual Evolution
Interested Vendors call Marge at 845-866-4395
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